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The lore of sports may be all that some fathers have to pass down to their sons 
in place of lore about hunting animals, planting seeds, killing enemies, or 
placating the gods. Instead of telling him how to shoot a buffalo, the father 
whispers in the son’s ear how to shoot a lay-up. Instead of consulting the 
stars or the entrails of birds, father and son consult the smudged newspapers 
to see how their chosen spirits are faring. They fiddle with the dials of radios, 
hoping to catch the oracular murmur of a distant game. The father recounts 
heroic deeds, not from the field of battle but from the field of play. The seasons 
about which he speaks lead not to harvests but to championships. No longer 
intimate with the wilderness, no longer familiar even with the tamed land of 
farms, we create artificial landscapes bounded by lines of paint or lime. Within 
those boundaries, as within the frame of a chessboard or painting, life achieves 
a memorable, seductive clarity. The lore of sports is a step down from that 
of nature, perhaps even a tragic step, but it is lore nonetheless, with its own 
demigods and demons, magic and myths.
 The sporting legends I carry from my father are private rather than 
public. I am haunted by scenes that no journalist recorded, no camera filmed. 
Father is playing a solo round of golf, for example, early one morning in April. 
The fairways glisten with dew. Crows rasp and fluster in the pines that border 
the course. Father lofts a shot toward a part-three hole, and the white ball 
arcs over the pond, over the sand trap, over the shaggy apron of grass, onto 
the green, where it bounces, settles down, then rolls toward the flag, rolls 
unerringly, inevitably, until it falls with a scarcely audible click into the hole. 
The only eyes within sight besides his own are the crows’. For once, the ball has 
obeyed him perfectly, harmonizing wind and gravity and the revolution of the 
spheres; one shot has gone where all are meant to go, and there is nobody else 
to watch. He stands on the tee, gazing at the distant hole, knowing what he has 
done and that he will never do it again.
 Here is another story I live by: The man who will become my father 
is twenty-two, a catcher for a bush-league baseball team in Tennessee. He 
will never make it to the majors, but on weekends he earns a few dollars for 
squatting behind the plate and nailing runners foolish enough to try stealing 
second base. From all those bus rides, all those red-dirt diamonds, the event he 
will describe for his son with deepest emotion is an exhibition game. Father’s 
team of whites, most of them fresh from two-mule farms, is playing a touring 
black team, a rare event for that day and place. To make it even rarer, and 
the sides fairer, the managers agree to mix teams. And so my father, son of a 
Mississippi cotton farmer, bruised with racial notions that will take a lifetime 
to heal, crouches behind the plate and for nine innings catches fastball and 



curves; change-ups and screwballs from a whirling, muttering wizard of the 
Negro Baseball League, one Leroy Robert Paige, known to the world as Satchel. 
Afterward, Satchel Paige tells the farm boy, “You catch a good game,” and the 
farm boy answers, “You’ve got the stuff, mister.” And for the reason of my 
father’s life, this man’s pitching serves as a measure of mastery.
 And here is the third myth I carry: One evening when the boy who will 
become my father is eighteen, he walks into the Black Cat Saloon in Tupelo, 
Mississippi. He is looking for a fight. Weary of plowing, sick of red dirt, baffled 
by his own turbulent energy, he often picks fights. This evening the man he 
picks on is a stranger who occupies a nearby stool at the bar, a husky man in 
his thirties, wearing a snap-brim hat, dark suit with wide lapels, narrow tie, and 
infuriating white shirt. The stranger is slow to anger. The redheaded Sanders 
boy keeps at him, keeps at him, mocking the Yankee accent, the hat worn 
indoors, the monkey suit, the starched shirt, until at last the man stands up 
and backs away from the bar, fists raised. The Sanders boy lands three punches, 
he remembers that much, but the next thing he remembers is waking up on 
the sidewalk, the stranger bending over him to ask if he is all right and to ask, 
besides, if he would like a boxing scholarship to Mississippi State. The man is 
headed there to become the new coach. The boy who will become my father 
goes to Mississippi State for two years, loses some bouts and wins more, then 
quits to pursue a Golden Gloves title, and when he fails at that he keeps on 
fighting in bars and on streets, and at last he quits boxing, his nose broken so 
many times there is no bone left in it, only a bulb of flesh which a boy in his 
lap will later squeeze and mash like dough. From all those bouts, the one he 
will describe to his son with the greatest passion is that brawl at the Black Cat 
Saloon, when the stranger in the white shirt, a good judge of fighters, found 
him worth.

Why do we play these games so avidly? All sports, viewed dispassionately, are 
dumb. The rules are arbitrary, the behaviors absurd. For boxing and running, 
perhaps, you could figure out evolutionary advantages. But what earthly use 
is it to become expert at swatting a ball with a length of wood or at lugging an 
inflated pigskin through a mob? Darwinians might claim that we are competing 
for attention of females, like so many preening peacocks or head-butting rams. 
Physicians might attribute the sporting frenzy to testosterone, economists 
point to our dreams of professional paychecks, feminists to our machismo, 
philosophers to our fear of death.
 No doubt all of those explanations, like buckets put out in the rain, catch 
some of the truth. But none of them catches all of the truth. None of them 
explains, for example, what moves a boy to bang a rubber ball against a wall 
for hours, for entire summers, as my father did in his youth, as I did in mine, as 
Jesse, my son, still does. That boy, throwing and catching in the lee of garage or 



barn, dwells for a time wholly in his body, and that is reward enough. He aims a 
ball at a knothole, at a crack, then leaps to snag the rebound, mastering a skill, 
working himself into a trance. How different is his rapture from the dancing and 
drumming of a young brave? How different is his solitude from that of any boy 
seeking visions?
 The less use we have for our bodies, the more we need reminding that 
the body possesses its own way of knowing. To steal a line from Pascal: The 
Body has reason that reason knows nothing of. Although we struggle lifelong 
to dwell in the flesh without rancor, without division between act and desire, 
we succeed only for moments at a time. We treasure whatever brings us those 
moments, whether it be playing cello or playing pool, making love or making 
baskets, kneading breads or nursing a baby or kicking a ball. Whoever teaches us 
an art or skills, whoever shows us a path to momentary wholeness, deserves our 
love.
 I am conscious of my father’s example whenever I teach a game to my 
son. Demonstrating a stroke in tennis or golf, I amplify my gestures, like a 
ham actor playing to the balcony. My pleasure in the part is increased by the 
knowledge that others, and especially my father, have played it before me. What 
I know about hitting a curve or shooting a hook shot or throwing a left jab, I 
know less by words than by feel. When I take Jesse’s hand and curl his fingers 
over the baseball’s red stitches, explaining how to make it deviously spin, I feel 
my father’s hands slip over mine like gloves. Move like so, like so. I feel the same 
ghostly guidance when I hammer nails or fix a faucet or pluck a banjo. Working 
on the house or garden or car, I find myself wearing more than my father’s 
hands, find myself wearing more than my father’s hands, find myself clad 
entirely in his skin.
 As Jesse nears thirteen, his estimate of my knowledge and my powers 
declines rapidly. If I were a potter, say, or a carpenter, my skill would outreach 
his for decades to come. But where speed and stamina are the essence, a father 
in his forties will be overtaken by a son in his teens. Training for soccer, Jesse 
carries a stopwatch as he jogs around the park. I am not training for anything, 
only knocking rust from my joints and beguiling my heart, but I run along with 
him, puffing to keep up. I know that his times will keep going down, while I 
will never run faster than I do now. This is as it should be, for his turn has come. 
Slow as I am, and doomed to be slower, I relish his company.
 I mean to live the present year before rushing off to any future ones. I 
mean to keep playing games with my son, so long as flesh will permit, as my 
father played games with me well past his own physical prime. Now that sports 
have begun to give me lessons in morality, I realize they have also been giving 
me, all the while, lessons in immortality. These games, these contests, these 
grunting conversations of body to body, father to son, are not substitutes for 
some other way of being alive. They are the sweet and sweaty thing itself.


